A strong team for your success
Our project managers will gladly assist you with individual translation offers, questions on
operating the system, status messages and any other questions you might have about
translations and our service!

All beneﬁts at a glance
Experienced specialist translators
We offer translations in a variety of industry fields and specialist areas.
A global network of specialist translators who, in addition to their
language and style training, specialize in specific topics and specialist
fields, allows us to provide high quality specialist translations.

Daniel Erbe
Daniel Erbe
Chief executive, sworn interpreter & translator (Polish)

Native speaker and target country principle
We only work with translators who live in the country into whose
language they translate into. This way we always guarantee a high
level of quality taking into account the necessary cultural, linguistic,
specialist and political knowledge that we incorporate into the translations we are working with.

Peter Badt
Chief executive
Qualified information scientist

Quick processing - on-time delivery
Quick and easy placement of orders with our online system. With six
different types of delivery variants, you can order your translation when
you need it. We are your reliable partner, even for urgent jobs.

We translate ...

Quicker translations using CAT tools (computer aided translation)
For larger projects we are also able to process your texts with CAT
tools. CAT tools store existing translated text passages, which
eliminates the need for a complete re-translation. You benefit from
shorter processing times and lower costs.

Tel: +49 681 - 940 300 5
Fax: +49 681 - 940 300 7
E-mail: contact@leginda.de

Authentication and legalization

www.leginda.de

We certify translations and take care of the notarization (apostille)
and legalization.

For more information, please also see our website: www.leginda.de

LEGINDA GmbH
Bleichstraße 27
66111 Saarbrücken, Germany

Get your translation in a few easy steps
... into more than 40 languages! Leginda - Your online portal
for professional specialist translations
It is still good practice to speak the language
of the customer. Adequate communication is
an absolute "must" in order to maintain successful international business relationships.
For the global marketing of your products and
services you need your texts and documents
translated into the respective target language
of the target market.
No matter what type of translation you require,
whether simple correspondence, documentation, certificates, contracts, company brochures,
websites or even scientific dissertations or
patents - our specialists translate all types of
documents into more than 40 languages.

Of course you can also contact us by phone or email us.
We will gladly assist you with a translation offer based on your individual requirements.

With our online system you can order your
translations within a few minutes with only a
few clicks of the mouse. To let you know from
the start what the costs will be, you will immediately receive an online fixed price offer with
various delivery options. Your documents are
encrypted and transmitted to our encrypted
server in Germany. In addition, we guarantee
absolute confidentiality of your documents.
To calculate your offer please go to:
www.leginda.de or give us a call.

The Leginda order process
Our translation expertise
Give us a call: +49 681 - 940 300 5

We speak your language –
in every way.*
We translate over 3 million words per year in more than 40 languages and over
1,500 language combinations.
When we say we speak the language of our
customers, then we mean it. Not just one, two or
ten, but more than 40! Therefore, we can help
you in all major language combinations and are
able to support you with more exotic jobs - for
example projects in Zulu or Malayalam projects.
No matter what type of translation you require, we
are your competent partner.

* We offer translations for the following languages:
Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finish, French, German, Georgian,
Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxembourgish, Maltese,
Macedonian, Norwegian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Swedish, Serbian, Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish,
Tagalog, Thai, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vietnamese, Urdu.

Professional translators
specializing in your sector
Professional translations must not contain any
linguistic errors and must be technically correct.
Furthermore, they require knowledge about
regional, local, cultural, historical and social
backgrounds as well as the required specialist
knowledge.
We offer translations in a variety of industry
fields and specialist areas. A global network
of more than 3,000 specialist translators who,
in addition to their language and style training,
specialize in specific topics and specialist fields,
allows us to provide high quality specialist
translations.
We keep your texts at the high quality in which
we received them! Here is a selection of our
main areas of expertise:

Technology & Industry
We offer specialist translations incorporating
specialist terminology applicable to technical
and industrial sectors.

Marketing & PR
We support you in all your global brand and
product communication with translations that
focus on your promotional message.

Software & Internet
We are also the perfect partner and service
provider for software applications, thanks to the
expertise of our IT translators.

Economy & Trade

Easy processing with our online system and
CAT tools
We want to keep things as simple and effective as possible for you. Using our
online system, you can place your order in three simple steps and determine your
delivery date. If you are happy with our quotation, accept the price and initiate
your binding translation order.
Even quicker thanks to CAT tools
When translating technical documents or repeat updates, using CAT tools
(Language Server & Computer Aided Translation Service) saves time and money.
This way, more comprehensive documents can be translated quicker, at lower
costs and in an even better quality.

Our pricing policy

In which language do you require your business
plan, financial report or other commercial
documents? We are happy to help!

The fixed price for the translation remains valid - guaranteed!
After entering the text to be translated you will immediately receive a fixed price
offer. We do not renegotiate or have hidden costs! You can rely on that!

Law

Volume discounts for large texts
Benefit even more from our pricing policy: The larger your text for translation,
the lower the price per word. You receive volume discounts on large texts.

We translate legal reports, all types of contracts,
court decisions, indictments, solicitors’ submissions, default summons and much more – in
perfect foreign language incorporating the
respective legal terminology.

